Information Note on Consultation Workshop - Network Code Requirements for Generators

The CRU would like to inform interested generators, generation developers and other relevant parties that the TSO and DSO will be hosting a joint workshop to discuss the “Consultation on the RfG Parameter Selection - Ireland”. The workshop will take place on the 16th of January at EirGrid offices. The current consultation that has been developed by EirGrid and ESB Networks on proposed changes to grid connection requirements was published on the 20th of December 2017. This is in accordance with the implementation of the EU Network Code on Requirements for Generators and will affect both distribution and transmission connections. The requirements will apply to generators that conclude a final and binding contract for the purchase of their main generating plant after 17th May 2018.

An Eventbrite page has been established to facilitate registration and the link to that can be found below:

https://www.eventbrite.ie/e/workshop-on-rfg-consultation-on-parameter-selection-ireland-tickets-41760520842